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Answer: B

QUESTION: 116
Which action must the desktop administrator take to use PCoIP with a physical
desktop in a manual pool?

A. install Teradici hardware on the physical desktop
B. select the PCoIP Server feature during View Agent installation so that the PCoIP
software will be installed
C. select PCoIP as the default remote display protocol when configuring the manual
pool
D. disable RDP so that only PCoIP is available

Answer: A

QUESTION: 117
An administrator must create a Terminal Services pool as an interim solution for
users that are to be migrated to View. There are two Connection Servers in the
environment, one of which is paired with a Security Server to enable users to access
their virtual desktops remotely. The Terminal Servers may not be accessed over the
internet. Which configuration option meets the connection requirements?

A. set the tag on the pool to match the tag on the internal connection server
B. set the pool to allow users to select either PCoIP or RDP as the display protocol
C. disable access to the pool on the security server
D. enable the Windows firewall on Terminal Server

Answer: A

QUESTION: 118
Which service or task should be disabled to minimize unneeded OS disk growth on a
heavily used linked clone pool that is refreshed daily using View Composer?

A. System Restore
B. Hibernation
C. Scheduled Disk Defragmentation
D. Automated registry backups

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 119
A ThinApp administrator needs to capture an application that leverages .NET 2.0 as a
prerequisite. The enterprise has standardized on .NET 2.0 on the corporate desktop
image. Which step should the administrator take during the ThinApp capture and
build process to enable the ThinApp package to leverage the .NET 2.0 instance
installed on the corporate desktop images?

A. install .NET 2.0 as part of the ThinApp capture process
B. install .NET 2.0 as an upgrade patch to a completed ThinApp application
C. install .NET 2.0 as part of the capture workstation before starting the ThinApp
capture process
D. install .NET 2.0 outside the capture process on the client workstations

Answer: C

QUESTION: 120
While a View administrator is attempting to install View Composer, an error
displays:
28014: Unable to close the firewall
The installation automatically rolls back.
What should the administrator do to run the installer successfully?

A. right-click the Composer installer and choose Run as user
B. start the firewall service
C. right-click the Composer installer and choose Run as administrator
D. stop the firewall service

Answer: C

QUESTION: 121
A View administrator needs to determine if a user has logged in to a specific desktop
at any time during the previous two months. Upon viewing the Events page in View
Administrator, the administrator finds that only the previous four weeks of events are
shown. What should the administrator verify to diagnose the issue?

A. The View Administrator is configured to display events for at least two months.
B. The records in the events database for the time period specified have not been
purged.
C. The database server has sufficient permissions to record the events.
D. The events database exists.
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 122
Provisioning operations for a pool are unusually sluggish, and an error message in the
event database displays: Provisioning error occurred on Pool Call-Center because of a
timeout while customizing Which three actions would resolve the timeouts? (Choose
three.)

A. add datastores to the pool
B. configure additional vCenter Servers
C. reduce the provisioning and power operation limits for vCenter Server
D. reduce the number of concurrent operations that are allowed for vCenter Server
E. increase the CPU and memory allocation for the vCenter Server resource pool

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 123
A system administrator creates a new pool of desktops using linked clones. The
linked clones fail to deploy properly, and View Administrator displays the error
message: Provisioning error occurred on Pool Desktop_ID because of a resource
problem What are two likely causes of the problem? (Choose two.)

A. The Composer service on the vCenter Server is not working.
B. The View Administrator user account does not have permission to access the
datastore of the pool.
C. The View Agent is not installed on the parent VM of the linked clone desktop.
D. The datastore used for the pool is out of disk space.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 124
A View administrator needs to restore an environment following a crash of the View
Connection servers. After the restore is done, the View administrator notices that
some of the desktops of a pool are missing. What is likely the cause of this issue?

A. The pool was refreshed after the restore.
B. The pool was recomposed before the restore but after the backup.
C. The pool was recomposed after the restore.
D. The pool was refreshed before the restore but after the backup.

Answer: B
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